In the framework of multiple description coding a condition to design generalised embedded multiple description scalar quantisers yielding embedded uniform central quantisers is proposed. In addition, a control mechanism that enables redundancy tuning between the descriptions at every distinct quantisation level is designed.
Introduction: Multiple description coding (MDC) has now become an appropriate approach for efficient communication over error-prone channels, e.g. packet networks and low-power wireless links. Additionally, data transmission over variable-bandwidth channels requires the source adaptation to the available bit-rate and user's needs; hence, a fine-grain scalability of each description is essential. In this context, to provide an arbitrary number of fine-grain refinable descriptions, we have previously proposed embedded multiple description scalar quantisers (EMDSQs), which provide state-of-the-art results, as demonstrated in [1] [2] [3] . The major advantage of EMDSQs is that both the side and central quantisers are embedded, and that the central quantisers are uniform at each quantisation level. In this Letter a condition to design generalised EMDSQs is proposed. All the EMDSQs of [1] [2] [3] are seen as instantiations of the proposed framework. Additionally, besides handling the overall redundancy, advanced redundancy tuning between the descriptions at every distinct quantisation level is achieved via a novel redundancy control mechanism.
Generating embedded index assignment (IA): Consider an Mdimensional IA matrix M in which a number of N elements are mapped. Recursively splitting the hypermatrix M along each dimension m, 1 m M for a number of P levels defines M as a block hypermatrix of the form: [4] . For embedded quantisation, a notable example where all embedded quantisers can be optimal is the uniform case [5] .
The theorem hereunder sets the conditions to be satisfied by the generalised embedded IA to yield embedded uniform central quantisers. 
and 0 p P. Hence, the central quantiser at any level p is uniform with the cell size given by 
The recursive splitting of a bidimensional M is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
It can be subsequently shown that the analytical expression of the central EMDSQ for any level p, 0 p P is:
The number of cells contained in Q p is Q i¼p P N p .
Redundancy control: Denote by R m the rates and by D m (R m ) the corresponding side-description distortions. Also, denote by D 0 the central distortion. In single-description coding (SDC) one minimises D 0 for a given rate R 0 . The redundancy is the bit-rate sacrificed by MDC compared to SDC in order to achieve the same central D 0 distortion:
In our case, R m ¼ log 2 ( Q i¼p P L m i ) and R 0 ¼ log 2 ( Q i¼p P N i ). From (2) we obtain the normalised redundancy:
We can conclude that for any EMDSQ instantiation, the redundancy is directly dependent on the quantisation level and is controlled by changing the ratio N p =L p (N p L p ). Fig. 2 shows variations of the redundancy against the level p (as expressed by (3)) for two descriptions and practical instantiations of the L p and N p parameters. 
Experimental results: To demonstrate the redundancy-control mechanism we assess the rate-distortion behaviour for several EMDSQ instantiations where we decrease the redundancy between the descriptions after a certain quantisation level. Performance results for the central description EMDSQ instantiations of [3] operating on a memoryless, unit variance Laplacian source are shown in Fig. 3a . Fig. 3b shows the rate-distortion behaviour obtained with a practical multiple description QuadTree (MD-QT) wavelet-based coding system (see [6] ), incorporating EMDSQ instantiations. Based on these results, we conclude that it is possible (i) to tune the redundancy at each level, hence to control the trade-off between coding efficiency and resilience to errors, and (ii) to improve the resilience by increasing the redundancy in the important layers of the bit-stream. 
